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SRI LANKA
Sri Lanka is decidedly having its moment
in the equatorial sun and change is coming
swiftly. Already notable to intrepid travellers for
its mix of religions and cultures, its timeless
temples, its rich and accessible wildlife, its
growing surf scene and its people who defy all
odds by their welcome and friendliness after
decades of civil conflict, this is a country
revived. There’s now more than ever for
families, adrenaline junkies, eco-tourists,
wellness seekers and foodies of all budgets.
Even the north and east, including areas
previously off limits, difficult to reach or lacking
in services, deliver new discoveries.
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Population: 21.2 million
Capital: Colombo
Languages: Sinhalese, Tamil (official), English
(spoken)
Unit of currency: Sri Lankan rupee
How to get there: As Sri Lanka is an island with no sea
link, Bandaranaike International Airport, north of
Colombo, is the primary port of entry for all arrivals,
with many nonstop flights from Asia, the Middle East
and Europe.

ITINERARY

Three weeks in Sri Lanka
●●

Stroll through Pettah, Colombo’s thronging
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Sri Lanka
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main market, to get familiar with the mix of
Sinhalese, Tamil and Muslim cultures.
●●

Spend a few days mesmerised by the

1000-year-old ruins of Buddhist fortresses

‘If you want relaxing and calm, Sri
Lanka is the place to live, to visit. Its
laidback, Buddhist-influenced, island
mentality means we do things cool.’
Dileep Mudadeniya, vice president at Cinnamon
Hotels & Resorts

and cities in the Cultural Triangle.
●●

Attend a colourful and cacophonous puja

(religious ritual) at the clifftop Koneswaram
Kovil in Trincomalee.
●●

Crossing the Demodara
Nine Arches Bridge, or
‘Bridge in the sky’, near Ella

Reserve a seat in the observation car for

one of the world’s most scenic rail journeys,
through upcountry tea plantations from

TELL ME MORE…
In 2015, renovated rails carried train services
to Jaffna in the north for the first time since
1990, while brand-new controlled-access
expressways have drastically reduced travel
times to the south as far as Matara (with
more routes to come). And scheduled and
charter domestic flights now speed travellers
between most major cities. This improved
transport network has opened up tourism
in Sri Lanka in ways hardly imaginable 10
years ago. Destinations that once required
determination and endurance to reach are
now a comfortable ride away. Just as more
people are reaching more places throughout
the island, so too are an increasing number of
quality hotels, restaurants, sustainable tour
operators and diverse experiences meeting
rising needs. Opportunities for expanded
12

Kandy to Ella.
●●

After beach time and water sports at

Hikkaduwa or Unawatuna, walk the fortified
walls surrounding the colonial old town
of Galle.
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exploration abound – water sports, surfing
and whale watching; jungle hikes, safaris and
other nature-based experiences; cooking
lessons and village homestays; and yoga
retreats and Ayurveda centres.
UNMISSABLE EXPERIENCES
●● Storied biodiversity finds shelter in
protected natural areas covering more
than 25% of the island. National park wildlife
highlights include Minneriya’s annual
gathering of 300-plus elephants (July to
October), the elusive leopards of Yala and the
birds of Udawalawe.
●● Ancient Buddhist monuments dot
the central Cultural Triangle – Sigiriya,
Polonnaruwa, Anuradhapura and Dambulla
are Unesco World Heritage sites, as is Kandy’s

Temple of the Tooth. Venerable Hindu
temples, such as Jaffna’s sense-rousing Nallur
Kandaswamy Kovil, also make for significant
places to visit.
●● The Hill Country’s horizon-filling tea
plantations are best appreciated on a scenic train
trip, leisurely hike or from a wellness centre.
TIME YOUR VISIT
Generally, coastal and flatland areas are hot,
while the uplands remain more temperate.
Two separate monsoons – the Yala from the
southwest (May–August) and the Mala from
the northeast (October–January) – mean that
rain is usually falling somewhere while it’s
warm and dry elsewhere. High season lasts
from December to March.
• By Ethan Gelber
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Surf’s up at Narigama beach
in Hikkaduwa, a traditional
Sri Lankan village turned
popular beach resort
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Germany has long been a powerhouse
of innovation and has bestowed upon the
world the printing press, the automobile, the
aspirin and other milestones of invention. And
100 years ago, a little school in the Thuringian
countryside kick-started an aesthetic
movement so globally influential that its
reverberations are still felt today: the Bauhaus.
Join the year-long birthday party of this
midwife of modernism that was founded in
Weimar in 1919, flourished in Dessau and was
quashed by the Nazis in Berlin in 1933. Sparkling
new museums are set to open in these three
cities along with scores of related events and
exhibitions held throughout Germany.
16
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GERMANY

Reconstructed
Bauhaus Masters’
Houses in Dessau
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Germany
Population: 82.6 million
Capital: Berlin
Language: German
Unit of currency: Euro
How to get there: Germany’s main
international airports are Frankfurt
and Munich but there are smaller
ones in Berlin, Hamburg, Düsseldorf,
Cologne, Stuttgart and numerous
other cities. Trains and buses link
the country with other destinations
throughout Europe.

‘Germany is a cultural mecca filled with edgy
and unexpected experiences, especially in my
hometown of Berlin. The feeling of freedom to
pursue whatever you want here is unbeatable.’

ITINERARY

Two weeks in Germany

Henrik Tidefjärd, owner of lifestyle tour
agency Berlinagenten

●●
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at the city’s dazzling new Elbphilharmonie
concert hall.

King Ludwig II’s Schloss
Neuschwanstein in the
Bavarian mountains

●●

Peel away Berlin’s party layers one club at

a time in this ‘capital of the lost weekend’.
●●

Raise a birthday toast to the Bauhaus on

a pilgrimage to the new museums in Dessau
and Weimar.
●●

Enjoy Munich while sober by sampling

canvas candy in its art museums, cheering
on the legendary FC Bayern football team or
gearing up for a spin around the BMW museum.
●●

Romance the Rhine on a leisurely boat trip

past medieval castles, steep vineyards and
half-timbered fairy-tale villages.

1
#
Hamburg
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3
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TELL ME MORE…
A visit to Germany will plunge
you into a stirring alchemy
of tradition and vision. Like
Atlas carrying the world on his
shoulders, the muscular Alps
in the south hoist up a country
where scaling a mountain, holing
up in a medieval castle, cycling
through wine country or knocking
back beers in a cosy pub are all
equally worthy pursuits. You’ll
be moved just by standing still in
places where great minds such
as Beethoven, Einstein, Goethe
or Marx lived and worked. Urban
nomads, meanwhile, should train
their compass on Berlin, the
ever-energetic German capital,
which this year will mark the
30th anniversary of the Peaceful
Revolution that brought down the
Berlin Wall. Tap into Germany’s
other flagship cities such as
Hamburg, Cologne, Frankfurt

Feast your ears on the sounds of Hamburg

and Munich. Although each flaunts
a distinctive personality, all are
united by a fierce dedication to
cultural, culinary and historical
delights. Germany is here to charm,
enlighten and surprise you.
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UNMISSABLE EXPERIENCES
●● Clamber around the wildly romantic
rockscapes of Saxon Switzerland, a national
park near Dresden, where one almost expects
hobbits to hide among the otherworldly
sandstone formations, moss-draped ravines
and damp caves.
●● Journey into the mind of Ludwig II, if not at his
tourist-drowned Schloss Neuschwanstein then
at the petite Schloss Linderhof where the ‘Mad
King’ retreated to. Marvel at such excesses
as a conch-shaped boat, a jewel-encrusted
bedroom and his frilly peacock throne.
●● Savour fine Rieslings and other classic
German wines along the serpentine Mosel
River, clapping eyes on ancient Roman
monuments, medieval castles, Europe’s
steepest vineyard and endearing half-timbered
villages en route.
TIME YOUR VISIT
Germany is a year-round destination, although
most visitors arrive between May and
September when the weather is pleasant, days
are long and the festival season is in full swing.
The best winter month is December, when
Christmas markets brighten town squares. Ski
season hits its peak in January and February.
••By Andrea Schulte-Peevers
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